Improving OOD prediction by disentangling ODE parameters from dynamics
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MOTIVATION

Deep networks are becoming increasingly
more accurate in modeling dynamical
systems, but generalization is still elusive
even in simple cases.
For example, predicting the trajectory of a
swinging pendulum with unseen length is far
from trivial for NNs.
DISENTANGLEMENT IN VAEs
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MODELS

DISENTANGLED VAE LOSS FUNCTION

VAE-SD: a loss term is added that promotes latent
disentanglement (green part). G=Identity
VAE-SSD: SD+linearly scaling of latent variables
by min/max values of ODE params

Treating ODEs parameters as factors of
variation
allows
employing
latent
disentanglement using ground truth values
from simulated data.
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MLP-SD:‘disentangled’ deterministic autoencoder
RESULTS: MAE AFTER 200 TIMESTEPS

Disentangling the latent space of Variational
Autoencoders[1] aims to capture the factors
of variation in the data with distinct latents.
It can help to capture out-of-distribution
characteristics in image modelling[2].
Previous attempts in disentanglement for
dynamical systems have focused on the
unsupervised setting[3].
ODE PARAMETERS AS FACTORS OF VARIATION

DISENTANGLED VAE MODEL SCHEMATIC
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CONCLUSIONS

Supervised disentanglement allows VAEs to
efficiently extrapolate to ODE parameter
spaces that were not present during training.
Disentanglement regularizes the encoder,
enforces an implicit hierarchy in the latent
space and enables conditioning of the
decoder.
Disentanglement
in
deterministic
autoencoders does not yield equally
consistent improvements indicating that
using the extra parameter information is not
a straightforward task and requires further
exploration for practical uses.
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